Business operations are complicated with millions of connected mobile and IoT devices to manage. Concerns like downtime, compliance and security are at the forefront, which makes mobility management a top priority. SOTI's Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution takes mobility to endless possibilities and frees your workforce to transform your business operations.
MOBILITY MANAGEMENT MADE EASY

SOTI MobiControl is an EMM solution that empowers companies to securely manage their mobile deployments with any device, any form factor and any operating system. SOTI MobiControl secures and manages multi-vendor devices throughout their entire lifecycle, from deployment to retirement. It controls all aspects of business mobility, from tracking physical assets to managing apps and content, as well as keeping devices and data, safe and secure. SOTI MobiControl removes the complexity from managing a multi-OS, multi-vendor and multi-purpose business mobility program. Protect your workers and your bottom line with SOTI MobiControl.

WHAT SOTI MOBICONTROL CAN DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS

MANAGE YOUR BUSINESS-CRITICAL MOBILITY STRATEGY

SOTI MobiControl includes productivity tools and remote support features that reduce device downtime and keeps your workers working.

• SOTI XTreme Technology reduces the time to distribute apps and data to remote mobile devices and improves the responsiveness of your business 10X or more
• HTML-based Kiosk Mode restricts a mobile device to a single app or suite of apps to ensure device security, corporate data privacy and worker productivity
• Automatically configure device connectivity (3G/4G, Wi-Fi and VPN) to ensure secure communication from any location
• Advanced geofencing deploys policies, apps and content based on precise visual boundaries of any shape (e.g., school campus, company office, military base, etc.)
• Enhanced location services allow you to view the current location of all online devices in a device group at once, while offline devices report their last known location until they reconnect to SOTI MobiControl
• Precise user permissions let you dictate which divisions in your organizations have permissions (read, read/write) to users, custom data and custom attributes
MANAGE YOUR MOBILE CONTENT AND APPS
SOTI MobiControl provides a complete suite of mobile content and app management tools.

• SOTI Hub is a secure content management app that makes it easy for businesses to control and manage important files and documents.
• SOTI Surf is a secure mobile browser with configurable features and security settings that support each company’s unique business needs and end user requirements.
• Over-the-air installation, configuration, updates and removal of apps from your enterprise or public app store.

GET YOUR DEVICES DEPLOYED QUICKLY AND CORRECTLY
SOTI MobiControl gets mobile devices into the hands of your workers faster and ensures they are compliant with company mobility policies.

• Support all Android Enterprise deployment configurations, including: Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), Corporately Owned, Business Only (COBO) and Choose Your Own Device (CYOD). For Corporately Owned, Personally Enabled (COPE) deployment scenarios, SOTI MobiControl v15.2 now provides additional support for Android Corporate Personal.
• Express enrollment via barcode scanning or NFC ‘Bump’ using SOTI Stage.
• Integration with device OEM rapid enrollment solutions such as: Android zero-touch enrollment, Apple DEP, Samsung KME, Windows Autopilot and Zebra StageNow.
• Provision devices quickly and consistently using profiles (configuration sets) and packages (app sets) based on user role or geographic location.
• Self-service portal allows employee-initiated enrollment.
SOTI ONE SIMPLIFIES YOUR BUSINESS MOBILITY

The SOTI ONE Platform intuitively integrates all your Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) needs into one unique, easy-to-use platform. It will help reduce the cost, complexity and downtime related to business-critical mobility. Comprised of seven unique and revolutionary components, the SOTI ONE Platform removes functional silos to create a single platform that helps to eliminate downtime, build apps faster and manage all mobile and IoT devices in one place.

INTEGRATION WITH THE SOTI ONE PLATFORM

Through integration with SOTI MobiControl, the SOTI ONE Platform allows you to:

- Integrate with SOTI Assist to add remote support capabilities
- Add remote support capabilities to your custom apps created through SOTI Snap
- Interact with a community of product experts, partners and customers through SOTI Central to get answers to all your SOTI product questions
- Export data to SOTI Insight for further analysis and long-term storage
- Create and view diagnostic help desk tickets about your IoT devices directly from SOTI Connect

TO LEARN MORE:

Contact a SOTI sales representative: sales@soti.net or visit: soti.net/mobicontrol